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HYBRID AND 5 DAYS A WEEK

• Specific Lesson Day of the week & time. This remains the same in any setting.
• Ex- Fridays at 11:00 AM (easy to remember!)

• Students pulled from the same class if possible (contract tracing)

• No more than 8 students in a group (social distancing & rack consideration)

• Students have the same seat every week. (contact tracing) (42 seating charts!!!!!)

• No shared materials (all materials are online and have their own personal binders in class).

• Students who are FULLY remote are in their own lessons slot. Students who must quarantine are zoomed into 
classroom lessons. 
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HYBRID AND 5 DAYS A WEEK

BEFORE ENTERING THE 
BUILDING

• Violins/Violas drop off 
instruments in bin
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HYBRID AND 5 DAYS A WEEK

AFTER INSTRUMENTS COLLECTED
• Instruments put onto assigned racks wearing gloves

• Instruments disinfected-UVC Lighting (WHY? Contact with every instrument-extras)
• Cases returned to hallway at locations that correspond with the racks

AFTER LESSON
• Students pack up their instruments in the hallway and then taken up to their classrooms.  This is 

to ensure that the instrument GOES HOME! 
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HYBRID AND 5 DAYS A WEEK
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HYBRID AND 5 DAYS A WEEK
Additional safety precautions:

Student  protocols

• Dot, Scrub, Instrument, Seat

• Always traveling 1 way

Teacher protocols
• Scrub often, spray down every seat and stand between 

lessons, no students sit in the same seat for back to back 
lessons. 

• Use a holster for personal sanitizer ($15 or less on Amazon!)
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HYBRID AND 5 DAYS A WEEK
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HYBRID AND 5 DAYS A WEEK
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REMOTE

•The schedule STAYS THE SAME. 

•Students enter class through ZOOM. 

•If 1 student, they can be unmuted.

•More than 1 must be muted. 

•Cameras ON.
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REMOTE

Dual Monitors, Ring light, External Microphone, 2nd camera, Backdrop, External speaker
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REMOTE

$30-$40 on Amazon
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REMOTE

Lessons

• Lesson structure stays the 
same.

Ensemble
• All music is prerecorded into 

music software.  
• Available for student practice.
• Helps students during ensemble 

time to hear their part. 
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WHAT DO I DO 
ABOUT TUNING?????
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TUNING 

• Tune over Zoom in lessons- best supervised by adult

• When in person, try to loosen fine tuners and reset with pegs.

• Teach parents how to tune with handouts to reference
• Apps- Tuner Ninja, Pano tuner

• When it’s really bad, have a parent drop it off at the school or do a 
drive by tuning. 
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Tuning 101 

 

 
Learning how to tune your own instrument is an important step in becoming a mature player.  It requires a good ear, an understanding of the 

mechanics of your instrument and patience! You will not master tuning over night, but if you practice tuning each session, it will become as simple 
as “Hot Cross Buns”.   

 
As you begin learning how to tune, you must first know what it means to be “flat” or “sharp”. 

 
What is “flat?” 

 
Picture a car with a flat tire. It’s lower on that side of the car.   
When the pitch is “flat” it is too low and needs to be raised.  

 
 
 
 
 

When our strings are flat, they are too loose and need to be tightened.     
 

What is “sharp?” 
 

Picture a nail sticking out of the floor. If you step on it, it is “sharp” and needs 
to be hammered back into the floor (lowered).  

  
 
 
 
 

When our strings are sharp, they are too tight and need to be loosened.  

 
In orchestra, we tune to the note “A”. Usually the “A” is given by the tuner for all to match their A string to it.  As you begin learning to tune the 

other instruments, you will be given the sound of each string to match to it.  As you advance, you will only be given the “A” to tune your instrument.  
There are several tuning apps out there to help you in the early stages of learning how to tune. (Try PANO TUNER) Using the app is helpful for 

precise tuning AFTER you have already tried to get your instrument in tune.  To be able to tune, you must know the location of your pegs/machines.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Violin Strings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Viola Strings  Cello Strings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bass Strings 
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Tuning 101 

 

 
When you first begin tuning your own instrument, the biggest fear is breaking a string.   

To avoid a string breaking consider the following: 
 

• Change the pitch SLOWLY 
• When using pegs, always lower the pitch first and then slowly raise it. 

• Know what string you are tuning to avoid stretching it beyond its capacity (If you are tuning the A string, make sure you aren’t raising the D 
string to an A!) 

• When in doubt, ask for help 

Traditional Tuning Pegs 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Tuning pegs come on all violins, violas and cellos.  They are shaped like a 
cone, meaning, they are wider on one end, and skinnier on the other and are 
made to specifically fit the instrument. Tuning pegs naturally will slip out a 

little bit. When you tune, you should push the peg inward while turning it. You 
will use tuning pegs when the instrument is out of tune by a good amount like a 

half step or more.  A small movement will create a big change in pitch. If the 
peg is stuck, loosen the peg first (make it lower) by turning it towards you and 
pull it slightly out. Then slowly raise the pitch by pushing it in and turning it 

away.   
 

Fine Tuners 
 

 
Most base-model violins, violas and cellos come with 4 fine tuners.  These are 
for small adjustments like a half step or less.   It is important to watch the 
mechanism of the tuner below the tail piece. If the tuner is turned all the way to 
the right the metal mechanism may start to dig into the wood of the instrument 
and could eventually lead to a significant crack down the middle of the 
instrument.  If the fine tuners get too low, you have to loosen them and re-tune 
using the pegs.   If you want the pitch to go higher, turn the fine tuner towards 
your higher string.  If you want the pitch to go lower, turn your fine tuner 
towards your lower strings. *Righty tighty-Lefty loosey.  

 
Precision/Perfection/Wittner Pegs 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some instruments now come with precision tuners that look just like regular 
pegs. However, they work just like fine tuners and make tuning very 

easy.   They turn easily and always stay in place. There is no need to push the 
peg inward.  You can make small adjustments with these pegs, so there is no 

need to ever use the fine tuners. 
 

Bass Machine Heads 
 
 
 
 

Basses are unique because they do not have tuning pegs or fine tuners.  Instead, 
they have machine heads that make small movements just like fine tuners.  As 

you are playing, turn the machines away from you to raise the pitch, or towards 
you to lower it.   
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IS THE STRING SHARP?

If the open string is “sharp” meaning
too high, turn the fine tuner 

counter-clockwise. This will lower the 
pitch and loosen the string.

IS THE STRING FLAT? 

If the open string is “flat” meaning
too low, turn the fine tuner clockwise. 

This will raise the pitch and tighten 
the string.
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RECRUITMENT

• Make videos with your colleagues and/or community members. Bonus for using
students!  

• Share video in student homerooms. It’s even better if you are there to share it!

• Create an online form  to sign up and that shows parents how to measure students. 

• Parent Night Zoom to seal the deal! 
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INSTRUMENT PREP 
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INSTRUMENT PREP 
• Take-Home Kits

• BBS (pre-bow)

• Straws

• O-Ring & Googly-eyes

• 3 Clothespins

• Additional items to consider:
• Sponge? Attach 2 rubber bands
• Shoulder rest? Mark it to make sure it’s attached properly
• Bow helpers? White-out to mark start and stop points
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BEGINNER STRATEGIES
• Concrete steps to getting instruments in place

• Your feet are flat on the floor! (song)

• Approach the class like Suzuki group class or 
general music class.

• Use tracks to accompany activities

D Scale Slur 2-

C Major Jam
Teach your students HOW to practice
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TEACH YOUR 
STUDENTS HOW 

TO PRACTICE
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Create a Practice Plan for Your Students! 
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PRE-RECORD PRACTICE TRACKS FOR ENSEMBLE MUSIC

• Make recordings in a music file so that you can start at specific spots in rehearsal if remote. 
(e.g. Sibelius, GarageBand, Noteflight, Finale, etc.)

• Turn these recordings into mp3s so students may practice with them.   Be sure to do a 
count in so that should you want to create a virtual recording the students are used to 
practicing with a well executed entrance.  Consider highlighting each part so that students 
can hear their part well to play along with it. 

• Create practice video pointing to notes and saying/singing them.  
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KEEP THEM ENGAGED!

•BE RELEVANT!
•Create Play-a-longs!  (AND SHARE THEM!)
•Simple to Advanced, Video or no Video. 
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START AT BEGINNING

Great for Open A first time bow!

Also good for A B C# D- Cello 
extensions/stretched 3rd finger on 

G String Violins & Violas
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START AT 6:45

Play D’s and As
Play Melody on D String

Play Melody upper Register
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START BEGINNING
Play Open A and 1st Finger B

karaoke-version.com
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START AT 1:20

A D G D A D E A
A D G D A D A D

AAAADDD 4x

||:G D G D D D 
GG^F#EDCBA 

G D G D D D GDG:|
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START AT THE BEGINNING

E Minor Echo Patterns or Improv
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START AT BEGINNING

GREAT FOR C MAJOR! 

EGCCC  EGCCC

||: Ab Ab Bb Bb CCC rest:||

High CC BB AA GG FF EE DD GG
High CC BB AAAA FF EE DD GG

Repeat all
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BTS Dynamite
Must use Transpose -2 Setting

B E A D

D B A G F# E DD  2X

BB EE AA D

D B A G F# E DD DAD
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KNOW YOUR RESOURCES-OR ASK OTHERS!
• Essential Elements Interactive (EEi) 

• SmartMusic

• Chrome Extension: Transpose

• Flipgrid to assess, give feedback and share

• School Orchestra String Teachers(SOST) Facebook group

• Teaching Online Orchestra-19 Ideas Facebook group
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MAKE SURE EVERYONE KNOWS YOU STILL EXIST!

•Use Social Media FOR GOOD! 
•Zoom Session Segment share out? 
•Pictures from class?
•Virtual Ensemble?    
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CELEBRATE EVERTHING!!!
• Announcements: “A huge shout out to Johnny in orchestra for exquisite spatial recognition of the 

left hand!”      (Translation? He finally played F natural!!)

• Rewards in class- ex: have a student lead the activity or pick which play along to warm up with

• It’s a beautiful day for a porch concert!(Get in the car and go see them!)

• Take PICTURES and post in your classroom

• 100% Attendance in class=popsicles for all! 

• Send or mail home postcards with shout-outs

DON’T LET YOUR STUDENTS FORGET HOW AWESOME ORCHESTRA IS!
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Anna L. Radspinner
aradspin@wasd.org

www.mrsradspinner.com
YouTube Channel:PortProud
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